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Ex. X
Subject: RE: MAP
From: "Nicholas Miller" <nmiller@***>
Date: Tue, 19 Sep 2006 17:02:39 -0700
To: "'G. Arthur Joy'" <gabbjoy4@***>
Hello Gailon,
Thank you for the update. I have had short, positive, but non-committal responses to my two and a half page
letter from both Elders Dwight Nelson and Jay Gallimore. I have noticed, however, that neither Dannny nor
Tommy have appeared last night or tonight on the program. I am uncertain if there is a connection or not with my
concerns, as it could be a coincidence. I know that Mark Finley seemed quite opposed to the idea of either Danny
or Tommy appearing on the Hope Channel during this period of investigation, and was going to communicate
this to the PMC leadership. Prior to my discussion with him yesterday, he seems to have been unaware that
Danny and Tommy were appearing on the program.
I think the idea of a mixed, neutral tribunal is a good one, as any one in Linda's camp has completely written off
the Three Angels board as a fair and unbiased tribunal. While that is perhaps not entirely fair, it is true that the
board gives Danny a tremendous amount of latitude in operation, and gives him the benefit of almost every
doubt. Thus, I imagine that either Alyssa or Linda will only appear before a neutral, church related body, perhaps
that includes 3ABN board representation. The sticking point, ironically, may well be Danny, who has told me that
he is unwilling to place his fate in a group made up of church leaders.
I have wondered about the numbers. When I spoke with Danny about a month or so ago, he insisted that
numbers were up by a couple of million. But when I spoke with a board member he indicated that the finances
were not doing well, in part relating to a tremendous amount of money 3ABN put into the "Ten Commandments
Twice Removed Book" which was distributed by the millions during the spring. I am quite certain that Danny
received royalties on this, probably to the tune of several hundred thousand dollars, although he is refusing to
disclose the amount to his own board members. This is a gross conflict of interest and also an improper
personal inurement that could cause the ministry to lose its tax exempt status if it came to light. It is the kind of
thing that led to my leaving the board.
In any event, Danny needs at least a leave of absence to have these things sorted through and for him to
re-orient himself. He has been used by God, has had a good heart, but has, in my opinion, become confused
and misguided over the last couple of years. It is questionable whether the Three Angels board, on its own, can
come to grips with these issues.
Let me know how things unfold,
Blessings,
Nick Miller

From: G. Arthur Joy [mailto:gabbjoy4@***]
Sent: Tuesday, September 19, 2006 3:11 PM
To: Nicholas Miller
Subject: RE: MAP

Greetings, Atty Miller,
I spent nearly two hours with Pastor Finlay today and he has agreed to work to develop a mixed forum to
review the all evidence. This process is very preliminary, however, it is yet another step in the right
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direction. I continue to pray and trust that the Lord will open the way for the Board at 3 ABN to see the
light and implement appropriate reforms before we reach a point of no return.
I have this gut-wrenching feeling that the process could be the most devisive the Church has dealt with
since John Harvey Kellogg. The difficulty here is that Danny purports to represent a theology that
is clearly conservative, while living as though he bought into the theology of Ford, et al.
There is some comfort in the numbers I recently received that seemed to indicate that they have a rock
solid support base of approximately 5000 that give systematically and monthly and about another 100,000
+/- that contribute annually, primarilly project based giving. However, I keep receiving information
that not only the 100k are cracking, but a significant number of the 5000 are beginning to wonder and
turn their backs. Several regular campmeeting goers have indicated they are not going this fall. Although
the curiosity factor could result in a lot of new attendance.
I will transcribe my notes and try to finish interviews with another three that I never have had time to get
back to. My notes indicate that only Dryden, the church secretary and the mother of one victim and two
male victims indicated he had been defrocked. I will check with what I recall as the United Church's of
God. I will contact the church secretary to determine affiliation and will get some one to confirm the
defrocking.
For your information, the Allyssa letter elicited a response from Walt in the form of a direct question to
Allyssa regarding whether or not the letter was signed by Allyssa. If it was signed by Allyssa then they
were asking her to meet with a 3ABN panel to answer questions regarding the allegations. Allyssa did
not pick up the letter (mailed requesting a certified receipt). I am going to see if we can elicit a response
from Allyssa, however, and see if we can get her to agree to meet a much more neutral panel. What are
your thought on this?
I have an engagement and must run. Thank you for your e-mail.
Gailon A Joy

-------------- Original message -------------From: "Nicholas Miller" <nmiller@***>
Hello Gailon,
I have written a letter expressing my concerns to the leadership of my local church as well as Pioneer
Memoral church leadership. I have had a conversation with Pastor Dryden authenticating the letter that
was sent to me. I have sent a copy of that to PMC leadership as well. I have written to Pastor Dryden
requesting a signed copy of the letter, which he has agreed to give me. I would very much like to have
your investigative notes from your interviews with victims and families that you have previously
mentioned. I am begining to receive calls from highly placed church officials, and I am needing to make
sure I verify what information that I can. Also, do you know if anyone has confirmed with the Church of
God denomination whether Tommy Shelton actually was defrocked? In other words, are we still taking
Pastor Dryden's word for it, or d o we have independent confirmation from COG institution?
Let us pray that the whatever happens does not interfere with the evangelistic efforts of Pastor
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Bachelor during this important series of meetings.
Blessings,
Nicholas Miller

From: G. Arthur Joy [mailto:gabbjoy4@***]
Sent: Saturday, September 16, 2006 8:07 PM
To: Bob
Cc: NMiller@freedom-law.com
Subject: Re: MAP

Bob:
No coincidence your e-mail. Received a call from Nick Miller, esq this evening. Wants to
approach the Pioneer Memorial Board tomorrow. Needed the copy of
Ezra COG letter. I do not have info here at home. Needs
a copy converted to pdf and e-mailed to him. Can you do this? Otherwise will have to go to
office in afternoon tomorrow to do this which will delay the issue yet another
day.
Nick Miller, esq is NMiller@***
For the record, Nick comes highly recommended by several leadership workers that maintain he
is a man of honesty and integrity and is in step with the Pioneers of our Faith. While I have had
my reservations due to his position as counsel and 3ABN Board member, I am convinced he has
a similar agenda, particularly as it relates to MAP. I am also sure you can talk with him in
confidence. He is working with the Freedom Law Project at Andrews that will most likely
become the foundations for the first Law School in the Adventist education system.
The number he left was 574-***-****.
Gailon Arthur Joy
-------------- Original message -------------From: Bob <bob@***>
Hi Gailon.
****** ****** called me about Doug and Dwight's MAP Seminar on 3ABN. Danny is
having special music, and Tommy is accompanying him. Danny introduced Tommy last
night and Doug introduced him tonight. Danny gave a talk tonight about how God gave
him a dream to start his ministry, and also mentioned "dreams." I didn't see it myself,
but that is what Larry told me was on tonight, and my wife confirmed that Danny had
one of the songs last night accompanied by Tommy.
So it appears that Danny is using the MAP Seminar to make a case for 3ABN and his
and Tommy's continued involvement with it, which I think is unethical given the
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allegations against him. And Dwight and Doug's assistance in his making his case will
not make them look good when this goes public.
I'm considering c alling Dwight tomorrow, but I've never met him before, so he has no
basis for taking stock in what I have to say. I could offer to forward Dryden's letter to
him as he should qualify as being a responsible individual in a position of Adventist
leadership, but that may result in retribution against whomever works at 3ABN that is
connected to Dryden, which was a concern of his.
Your thoughts?
Bob
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